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The Origins of International Investment Law 2013-10-24

an examination of the origins of international investment law and their continued resonance in the twenty first
century

The Ultimate Collection on UFOs 2018-10-18

in 2009 globalisation societies and education published a special issue on globalisation education and violent conflict in
tribute to jackie kirk a passionate researcher educator and advocate who was killed while working with the
international rescue committee in afghanistan this book is an opportunity to capture the promising new developments
that have occurred within the maturing sub field of education and conflict in the intervening years it explores two
critical dimensions of education amid conflict and in post conflict settings the increasingly protracted non linear and
disjointed nature of conflict and the complex interplay between global and local forces in conflict affected contexts
taken as a whole this book represents a narrative of becoming of the maturing sub field of education and conflict it
traces and intertwines local and global histories of education amidst conflict and puts them into conversation with the
present this volume was originally published as a special issue of globalisation societies and education

Education, Conflict, and Globalisation 2014-06-12

in late july 2011 norway was struck by the worst terror attacks in its history in a fertilizer bomb attack on
government headquarters in oslo and a one hour long shooting spree at the labour party youth camp at utøya seventy
seven people mostly teenagers were killed by anders behring breivik by targeting young future social democratic
leaders his actions were meant to lead to the downfall of europe s purportedly multiculturalist elites thus removing an
obstacle to his plans for an ethnic cleansing of muslims from europe in this highly original work leading norwegian
social anthropologist sindre bangstad reveals how breivik s beliefs were not simply the result of a deranged mind but
rather they are the result of the political mainstreaming of pernicious racist and islamophobic discourses these ideas
currently gaining common currency threaten equal rights to dignity citizenship and democratic participation for
minorities throughout contemporary europe an authoritative account of the norwegian terror attacks and the neo
racist discourse that motivated them

Anders Breivik and the Rise of Islamophobia 2013

horseracing thoroughbred breeding and gambling on racing are global industries worth several hundred billion dollars
they are also industries facing serious challenges from the rise of alternative forms of leisure gambling to concerns
about the ethical treatment of animals in all equestrian sports this book offers a broad ranging examination of the
contemporary horseracing industry from geographical economic social ethical and environmental perspectives the
book draws on in depth mixed method research into the racing and breeding industries in the us australia the uk
canada and new zealand and includes comparative material on other key racing centres such as ireland singapore and
hong kong it explores the economic structure of the global racing business including comparisons with other major
international sport businesses and other equestrian sports it examines the social and cultural roots of the sport through
its association with and impact on rural places communities and environments from kentucky to newmarket
highlighting racing s particular blend of tradition and scientific and technological innovation the book also explores the
ethical issues at the heart of horseracing from reproduction to the use of the whip and the inescapable tension between
the horse as an instrumentally valuable commodity and the horse as an intrinsically valuable animal with needs and
interests the global horseracing industryconcludes by considering alternative futures for this major international sports
business the book is illuminating reading for anybody with an interest in sport business cultural geography animal
studies or environmental studies
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The Global Horseracing Industry 2016-10-20

7 2 1 2 application to offshore related risks

Civil Liability and Financial Security for Offshore Oil and Gas Activities
2012-08-06

dette temanummer gar taet pa det teoretiske grundlag for cooperative learning og ikke mindst den praksis de
forskellige cl strukturer foranlediger i fremmed og andetsprogskontekster vi saetter fokus pa cl ud fra forskellige
vinkler o hvordanish virker denne undervisningsform o hvilke laeringssyn kan man udlede af cl o laegger cl
strukturerne op til specifikke sproglaeringssyn og i givet fald hvilke nummeret indeholder varierede eksempler pa
praksis i klassevaerelset artiklerne daekker mange sprog mange cl strukturer og forskellige skoleformer laeserne
opfordres derfor til at orientere sig i flere artikler for at fa det fulde billede af temaet og for at fa gavn af den
overforingsvaerdi der er sprogfagene imellem

Cooperative Learning 2016-12-08

this book offers the first comprehensive analysis after the lisbon treaty came into force of the eu presidency s impact
on national administrations in the member states of poland denmark and cyprus before during and after the
presidency placing the practical issues facing officials and policy makers into a governmentality framework it analyses
the impact on the daily activities of bureaucrats and ministers the book utilises comprehensive and novel empirical
material including around 100 interviews with key officials documentary sources and academic literature it uncovers
the kind of negotiations management and coordination triggered by the immense challenge of presiding over the eu
including being a part of a trio this text will be of key interest to scholars students of political science european union
studies and public administration as well as more broadly to comparative politics and international relations it will also
be of interest to officials and policy members in eu member states approaching the presidency

EU Presidencies between Politics and Administration 2014-05-30

eighteenth century gentleman scholars collected antiquities nineteenth century nation states built museums to
preserve their historical monuments in the present world heritage is a global concern as well as an issue of identity
politics what does it mean when runic stones or medieval churches are transformed from antiquities to monuments to
heritage sites this book argues that the transformations concern more than words alone they reflect fundamental
changes in the way we experience the past and the way historical objects are assigned meaning and value in the
present this book presents a series of cases from norwegian culture to explore how historical objects and sites have
changed in meaning over time it contributes to the contemporary debates over collective memory and cultural
heritage as well to our knowledge about early modern antiquarianism

From Antiquities to Heritage 2016-04-28

since the late 1960s the novels of sjowall and wahloo s martin beck detective series along with the works of henning
mankell hakan nesser and stieg larsson have sparked an explosion of nordic crime fiction grim police procedurals
treating urgent sociopolitical issues affecting the contemporary world steeped in noir techniques and viewpoints
many of these novels are reaching international audiences through film and television adaptations this reference guide
introduces the world of nordic crime fiction to english speaking readers caught between the demands of conscience
and societal strictures the detectives in these stories like the heroes of norse mythology know that they and their
world must perish but fight on regardless of cost at a time of bleak eventualities nordic crime fiction interprets the
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bitter end as a celebration of the indomitable human spirit

Encyclopedia of Nordic Crime Fiction 2012

this volume explores the lexical influence of english on european languages a topical theme with linguistic and
cultural implications it provides an extensive introductory background to a cross national view of english induced
lexical borrowing posing crucial analytical questions such as what counts as an anglicism it also offers a typology of
borrowings with examples from the languages represented armenian danish french german italian norwegian polish
serbian spanish and swedish the articles in this volume address general and language specific issues related to the
analysis and collection of anglicisms extending the scope to the largely unexplored area of phraseology and bringing
new insights into corpus based and corpus driven methodologies this volume fits into a well established and constantly
developing research field and will appeal to scholars interested in the spread of english as an international language
contact and contrastive linguistics lexicology and lexicography and computer corpus lexicography

The Anglicization of European Lexis 2015-03-23

sepp blatter fifa præsident siden 1998 har længe behandlet fifa som sit private kongerige han har afvist talrige
opfordringer til at abdicere efter sine mange fiaskoer og ustandselige jokken i spinaten alle episoder er her gengivet i
godt 60 rammende karikaturer fra den tidligere danske fodboldspiller og grafisk designer hos fifa karikaturtegneren
olé andersen han laver sjov med de begivenheder som sepp blatter og hans tidligere korrupte kumpaner helst vil
glemme karikaturerne i denne bog er specielle for de har overlevet en spærreild af retssager foranstaltet af blatter og
fifa s sagførere mindeværdige hændelser som michael laudrups supermål mod uruguay ved vm 1986 bliver vist i en
serie illustrationer med highlights fra vm kampene siden 1978 som påmindelse om at der også er blevet spillet fodbold
und blatter s regime dette er en ebog med såkaldt fixed laoyut den er velegnet til læsning på læseapparater som
tablets og smartphones den er uegnet til læsning på ældre eller mindre avancerede læseapparater

The Man with the Golden Balls (dansk version) 2017

describes how norway has successfully managed its petroleum resources and the variety of policy tools that are
available to states rich in natural resources and how these tools can be adjusted to changing domestic and international
contexts

Managing Resource Abundance and Wealth 2015-11-17

terrorist attacks perpetrated by lone actors have already occurred in several countries and this phenomenon is
emerging as a threat to the security of both nato members and other countries worldwide in this context a lone actor
or lone wolf is someone who individually prepares or commits violent acts in support of an ideology group or
movement but who is acting outside of the command structure and without the assistance of any group up to now
these individual acts have been seen as almost impossible to forecast but it is nevertheless important to develop a
responsible security policy which takes them into account and incorporates planning for counteraction prevention and
response this book presents papers written by leading experts in the field which reflect the subjects presented at the
workshop loan actors an emerging security threat part of the nato science for peace and security programme held in
jerusalem in november 2014 the papers are divided into five sections the threat of lone actor terrorism case studies
countering and responding to the threat legal and ethical aspects and foresight and policy aspects the insights
information and recommendations shared in this book will be of interest to all those involved in developing a more
efficient response policy to this emerging threat
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Lone Actors – An Emerging Security Threat 2015-03-23

sepp blatter president of fifa since 1998 has long treated fifa as his personal fiefdom and defied numerous calls for his
resignation over the fiascos and embarrassments here recalled in over sixty hilarious cartoons by ex footballer long
time fifa graphic artist and expert cartoonist olé andersen making merry over a checkered history of questionable
events that sepp blatter and his ex cronies at fifa would rather forget the cartoons in this this book are those that have
survived a barrage of legal challenges by blatter and fifa s lawyers memorable events in the history of the beautiful
game are also recalled in a series of illustrations of highlights of world cup matches since 1978 as a reminder that even
through the blatter regime fifa has continued to stage some great football games this is an ebook with so called fixed
laoyut it is suitable for reading on reading devices such as tablets and smartphones it is not suitable for reading on older
or less sophisticated readers

The Man with the Golden Balls (English version) 2013-01-31

a new study of british cultural propaganda in neutral europe during the second world war

A Battle for Neutral Europe 2016-08-22

this book is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in researching or just learning more about the changing role
and status of english across europe the status of english today is explained in its historical context before the authors
present some of the key debates and ideas relating to the challenge english poses for learners teachers and language
policy makers

Investigating English in Europe 2022-04-22

this is the fourth environmental performance review of norway it provides an independent evidence based
evaluation of the country s environmental performance over the past decade

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews: Norway 2022 2018-01-04

offering multidisciplinary research and analysis on workplace bullying and mobbing this two volume set explores the
prevalence of these behaviors in sectors ranging from k 12 education to corporate environments and exposes their
effects on both individuals and organizations workplace bullying and mobbing in the united states provides a
comprehensive overview of the nature and scope of the problem of workplace bullying and mobbing by tapping the
knowledge of a breadth of subject experts and interpreting contemporary survey data this resource examines the
impact of bullying and mobbing on targets identifies what constitutes effective prevention and intervention surveys
the legal landscape for addressing the problem from both american and for multinational employers transnational
perspectives and provides an analysis of key employment sectors with practical recommendations for prevention and
amelioration of these behaviors the contributors to this outstanding work include researchers practitioners and policy
and subject matter experts who are widely recognized as authorities on workplace bullying and mobbing including
drs gary and ruth namie cofounders of the u s workplace anti bullying movement drs maureen duffy and len sperry
internationally recognized authorities on workplace mobbing and professor david yamada leading expert on the legal
aspects of workplace bullying the set s content will be of particular value to scholars and practitioners in disciplines
that overlap with american labor and employee relations industrial organizational psychology and mental health and
law and conflict resolution
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Workplace Bullying and Mobbing in the United States 2018-04-09

the changing arctic is of broad political concern and is being studied across many fields this book investigates ongoing
changes in the arctic from a landscape perspective it examines settlements and territories of the barents sea coast
northern norway the russian kola peninsula svalbard and greenland from an interdisciplinary design based and future
oriented perspective the future north project has travelled arctic regions since 2012 mapped landscapes and
settlements documented stories and practices and discussed possible futures with local actors reflecting the
multidisciplinary nature of the project the authors in this book look at political and economic strategies urban
development land use strategies and local initiatives in specific locations that are subject to different forces of change
this book explores current material conditions in the arctic as effects of industrial and political agency and social
initiatives it provides a combined view on the built environment and urbanism as well as the cultural and material
landscapes of the arctic the chapters move beyond single disciplinary perspectives on the arctic and engage with
futures cultural landscapes and communities in ways that build on both architectural and ethnographic participatory
methods

Future North 2019-01-14

many universities around the world are actively engaged in the process of the internationalization of their higher
education systems trying to become more competitive in all possible respects especially in the areas of research and
teaching language naturally plays a central role in this process but this is not always explicitly recognized as such as a
result key sociolinguistic challenges emerge for both individuals and groups of people most prominently the question
of whether english constitutes an opportunity or a threat to other national languages in academic domains is a
controversial one and remains unresolved the analysis featured in this book aims at addressing this question by looking
at language policy developments in the context of estonian higher education adopting a discourse approach the book
emphasises the centrality of language not only as a site of struggle but as a tool and a resource that agents in a give
field utilize to orient themselves in certain positions the book will be of interest to language policy scholars linguistic
anthropologists and critical sociolinguists education scholars interested in discourse studies will also find it useful

Language Policy and the Internationalization of Universities 2015-07-24

the status of english in europe is changing and this book offers a series of studies of attitudes to english today until
recently english was often seen as an opportunity for europeans to take part in the global market but increasingly
english is viewed as a threat to the national languages of europe and the idea that europeans are equally at home in
english is being challenged this book will appeal to anyone interested in global english

Attitudes towards English in Europe 2020-10-15

the history of art in the late middle ages and the renaissance has generally been written as a story of elites bankers
noblemen kings cardinals and popes and their artistic interests and commissions recent decades have seen attempts to
recast the story in terms of material culture but the focus seems to remain on the upper strata of society in his
inclusive analysis of art from 1300 to 1600 rembrandt duits rectifies this bringing together thought provoking ideas
from art historians historians anthropologists and museum curators the art of the poor examines the role of art in the
lower social classes of europe and explores how this influences our understanding of medieval and early modern
society introducing new themes and raising innovative research questions through a series of thematically grouped
short case studies this book gives impetus to a new field on the cusp of art history social history urban archaeology and
historical anthropology in doing so this important study helps us re assess the very concept of art and its function in
society
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The Art of the Poor 2017-03-20

hans boll johansen trækker i denne bog mellem lykke og moral på sin viden om økonomi men især om litteratur og
på overbevisningen om at de bedste litteraturværker altid har haft noget interessant at sige om alting når han
begynder at skrive om pengene og deres væsen og virkning det gør han med en gennemgang af typer som
spekulanten spilleren iværksætteren og om at spare at bruge at give og at mangle hvilket giver anledning til at
bringe såvel forfattere som dostojevskij george eliot marcel proust st st blicher søren kierkegaard kirsten thorup lise
nørgaard som foretagsomme typer som h n andersen stein bagger jørgen poulsen knud w jensen m m fl i spil

Mellem lykke og moral 2015-09-09

this selected issues paper analyzes norway s economy that has a maturing oil and gas industry norway s half century
of good fortune from its oil and gas wealth may have peaked oil and gas production will continue for many decades on
current projections but output and investment have flattened out and the spillovers from the offshore oil and gas
production to the mainland economy may have turned from positive to negative thus far economic policy has needed
to focus on managing the windfall and norway s institutions have been a model for other countries going forward the
challenges are expected to become more complex

Norway 2013-11-15

this volume presents results from a corpus based investigation into the metaphorical production of foreign language
learners comparing texts written by norwegian l2 learners of english with those written by british l1 students three
types of questions are addressed the first has empirically measured answers for example do l2 english writers produce
more metaphors than l1 novice writers how frequent are novel metaphors in an l2 as compared with an l1 the second
type has more subjective answers how creatively do l2 english learners employ metaphor are they even expected to
be able to produce metaphor at all the third type combines theoretical and methodological perspectives how is
metaphorical creativity identified what is the potential role of metaphoric competence most importantly how are
metaphors identified to this end the newly developed metaphor identification procedure is tested and critiqued this
book is intended for metaphor researchers corpus linguists applied linguists and language educators

Metaphors in Learner English 2014-12-05

in today s increasingly interconnected knowledge based world language policy in higher education is rapidly
becoming a crucial area for all societies aiming to play a part in the global economy the challenge is double faceted
how can universities retain their crucial role of creating the intellectual elites who are indispensable for the running
of national affairs and at the same time prepare their best educated citizens for competition in a global market to what
extent is english really pushing other languages out of the academic environment drawing on the experience of
several medium sized language communities this volume provides the reader with some important insights into how
language policies can be successfully implemented the different sociolinguistic contexts under scrutiny offer an
invaluable comparative standpoint to understand what position can or could be occupied by each language at the level
of higher education

Language Policy in Higher Education 2018-04-19

offering an in depth exploration of the distinctive features of the play development and learning of toddlers this book
provides useful materials strategies and tools that can be used by practitioners supporting toddlers at this significant age
the book explores the context and concepts of wellbeing and is ideal for early years practitioners teachers and students
working with toddlers it sets out practical guidance on the following key factors home family health development
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and learning voice and expressions early language meal times and early years settings these factors are supported with
case studies and examples of good practice from norway spain and the uk and expanded upon with reflective thinking
exercises and suggested strategies to implement

Supporting Toddlers’ Wellbeing in Early Years Settings 2015-10-27

en fascinerende beretning om det halve år hvor den koreansk amerikanske journalist suki kim underviste den
nordkoreanske elites sønner i engelsk suki kim er født og opvokset i sydkorea og har altid været optaget af nordkorea
hvor en del af hendes familiemedlemmer uheldigvis befandt sig da landet blev delt i to da hun får mulighed for at
tage til landet sammen med en kristen organisation slår hun til med det samme på et stærkt bevogtet
universitetsområde afskærmet fra resten af samfundet møder hun de unge studerende der ved chokerende lidt om
resten af verden og udviser total troskab mod styret og deres store leder hun nærer en drøm om at åbne deres øjne en
smule for omverdenen og går så langt hun kan under den strenge censur hun er underlagt men som tiden skrider
frem og hun kommer til at holde af de unge mænd går det op for hende at det i værste fald får dem slået ihjel eller
som minimum ødelægger deres chance for at en blot tålelig tilværelse i det nordkoreanske samfund hvis hendes
projekt lykkes

Uden dig er der intet os 2014-06-30

sprogpolitik er blevet et hot emne på de nordiske universiteter det skyldes først og fremmest at brugen af engelsk har
bredt sig til snart sagt alle områder og at det i sig selv kalder på bevidst og informeret stillingtagen i denne bog kan
man finde materialer til at planlægge iværksætte evaluere og ændre et universitets sprogpolitik særlig hvornår man
bør bruge hvilket sprog og hvilke virkninger det kan have bogen er skrevet på tre nordiske sprog dansk svensk og
norsk den kan således læses af alle i norden hovedstammen i bogen er de såkaldte landerapporter hvor forholdene i de
fem nordiske stater belyses så grundigt som det foreliggende datamateriale tillader det alle landerapporter forholder
sig til fire fokuspunkter formulerede sprogpolitikker sprogvalg i publikationer sprogvalg i uddannelserne og
internationalisering af disse i form af studerende og ansatte fra andre lande end de nordiske men herudover findes der
en generel sprogpolitisk indledning og en gennemgang af hvilke forhold man skal tage hensyn til når man vælger
undervisningssprog alle bogens elementer kan læses selvstændigt og vil også kunne findes som selvstændige
publikationer

Hvor parallelt 2011-03-09

this volume examines how security has recently re emerged as the dominant ordering principle of social life the
contributors detail recent institutional restructuring under this new ordering principle and analyze through specific
case studies how it is shaping our public life locally and globally

Security and Everyday Life 2020-07-23

troubling masculinities terror gender and monstrous others in american film post 9 11 is the first multigenre study of
representations of masculinity following the emergence of violent terror as a plot element in american cinema after
september 11 2001 across a broad range of subgenres including disaster melodrama monster movies postapocalyptic
science fiction discovered footage and home invasion horror action thrillers and frontier westerns author glen donnar
examines the impact of terror others from arab terrorists to giant monsters especially in relation to cinematic
representations in earlier periods of national turmoil donnar demonstrates that the reassertion of masculinity and
american national identity in post 9 11 cinema repeatedly unravels across genres taking up critical arguments about
hollywood s attempts to resolve male crisis through orientalizing figures of terror he shows how this failure reflects
an inability to effectively extinguish the threat or frightening difference of terror the heroes in these movies are
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unable to heal themselves or restore order often becoming as destructive as the threats they are supposed to be
fighting donnar concludes that interrelated anxieties about masculinity and nationhood continue to affect
contemporary american cinema and politics by showing how persistent these cultural fears are the volume offers an
important counternarrative to this supposedly unprecedented moment in american history

Troubling Masculinities 2012-12-06

john andersen er primært kendt for sine eventyr og ekspeditioner i grønland som han har skrevet flere bøger om
men john andersen er også en stor kender af de arabiske lande hvor han har rejst i mere end 30 år de fleste kender
overfladisk historien om den dansk tyske geodæt carsten niebuhrs deltagelse i den arabiske rejse de sejlede seks mand
af sted i 1761 seks år senere vendte niebuhr alene tilbage til københavn alle de andre var døde men niebuhr sørgede
for at ekspeditionens samlinger blev sendt til københavn hvor de stadig er bevaret og hans egne optegnelser kort og
dagbøger viste sig at være unikke kilder til forståelse af den arabiske verden thorkild hansen har i det lykkelige
arabien genfortalt rejsen men john andersen ville noget andet han ville ud og se hvor niebuhr havde været og
hvordan der så ud i dag med niebuhrs bøger i rygsækken har john andersen gennem de seneste tre år genrejst
ekspeditionen han har fundet stederne talt med de lokale og egentlig ikke genskabt den arabiske rejse men lavet en
ny og fantastisk ekspedition i tyrkiet Ægypten yemen indien oman og iran ikke ufarlige rejser men resultatet er
blevet en fantastisk bog der som niebuhrs er en nøgle til forståelse af den arabiske verden spækket med johns
fantastiske fotografier

Rejser til det lykkelige Arabien 2014-05-22

beyond his pivotal place in the history of scientific thought charles darwin s writings and his theory of evolution by
natural selection have also had a profound impact on art and culture and continue to do so to this day the literary and
cultural reception of charles darwin in europe is a comprehensive survey of this enduring cultural impact throughout
the continent with chapters written by leading international scholars that explore how literary writers and popular
culture responded to darwin s thought the book also includes an extensive timeline of his cultural reception in europe
and bibliographies of major translations in each country

The Literary and Cultural Reception of Charles Darwin in Europe 2014-05-01

antologien klima og mennesker adresserer et af de absolut mest aktuelle emner i vor tid klimaet klimaforandringerne
og klimadebatten hvor forskningen omkring klimaet som udgangspunkt har taget afsæt i naturvidenskabelige
metoder og målinger betragter denne bog emnet ud fra en humanistisk optik fra menneskets synspunkt den ser bl a
på hvilke mytologier forestillinger og fortællinger mennesket gør brug af når vi skal tale om og forstå
klimaforandringerne og ikke mindst de konsekvenser de har for den menneskelige tilværelse hvordan er isbjørnen f
eks kommet til at spille mytisk ikonisk rolle i klimadebatten hvor den af kunstnere politikere og miljøbevægelser
bringes i spil som et symbol på den arktiske naturs potentielle forsvinden i en verden med klimaforandringer
antologien består af tre dele første del omhandler vores kulturelle og historiske forudsætninger for at forstå og
respondere på klimaforandringer i andel del behandles de kulturelle repræsentationer og fortolkninger af klimaet der
findes i bl a litteraturen kunsten og massemedierne sidste del handler om klima og praksis her undersøges det
hvordan forskellige initiativer som har til hensigt at reducere vores co₂ aftryk opfattes af de mennesker der er
involverede antologiens ni artikler er skrevet af forskere fra et bredt spektrum af det humanistiske felt samlet giver
artiklerne et bud på en humanistisk klimaforskning der kan skabe nye rammer for vores måde at forstå og reflektere
over de klimatiske forandringer
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Klima og mennesker 2019-11-14

this is the third environmental performance review of denmark it evaluates progress towards sustainable
development and green growth with special features on waste materials management and the circular economy and
chemicals management

OECD Environmental Performance Reviews: Denmark 2019 2013

gps declassified examines the development of gps from its secret cold war military roots to its emergence as a
worldwide consumer industry drawing on previously unexplored documents the authors examine how military
rivalries influenced the creation of gps and shaped public perceptions about its origin since the united states first
program to launch a satellite in the late 1950s the nation has pursued dual paths into space one military and secret the
other scientific and public among the many commercial spinoffs this approach has produced gps arguably boasts the
greatest impact on our

GPS Declassified 2013-07-03

this two volume set lnai 8019 and lnai 8020 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th international conference
on engineering psychology and cognitive ergonomics epce 2013 held as part of the 15th international conference on
human computer interaction hcii 2013 held in las vegas usa in july 2013 jointly with 12 other thematically similar
conferences the total of 1666 papers and 303 posters presented at the hcii 2013 conferences was carefully reviewed and
selected from 5210 submissions these papers address the latest research and development efforts and highlight the
human aspects of design and use of computing systems the papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the
entire field of human computer interaction addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use of computers in
a variety of application areas the total of 81 contributions included in the epce proceedings were carefully reviewed
and selected for inclusion in this two volume set the papers included in this volume are organized in the following
topical sections cognitive issues in hci measuring and monitoring cognition cognitive issues in complex environments
productivity creativity learning and collaboration

Engineering Psychology and Cognitive Ergonomics. Understanding Human
Cognition 2018-02-12

this book is based on presentations from the conference arctic marine resource governance held in reykjavik iceland
in october 2015 the book is divided into four main themes 1 global management and institutions for arctic marine
resources 2 resource stewards and users local and indigenous co management 3 governance gaps in arctic marine
resource management and 4 multi scale ecosystem based arctic marine resource management the ecosystem changes
underway in the arctic region are expected to have significant impacts on living resources in both the short and long
run and current actions and policies adopted over such resource governance will have serious and ultimately
irreversible consequences in the near and long terms

Arctic Marine Resource Governance and Development 2017-03-07

american self radicalizing terrorists and the allure of jihadi cool chic provides a critical legal analysis of how american
self radicalizing terrorists become what they are by analyzing in detail the stories of colleen larose america s first most
wanted female terrorist and the tsarnaev brothers tamerlan and jahar dzhokhar the boston marathon bombers drawing
from the analytic tools of cutting edge studies on terrorism by global experts as well as the latest news reports policy
papers congressional hearings and legal documents the book illustrates how the internet provides the means through
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which a self activating terrorist may first self radicalize through some imaginary or sympathetic connection with an
organized terrorist network additionally it shows how the romance of jihadi cool chic packaged by its mastery of
hollywood style shots and editing resulting in slick high resolution productions micro tailored to appeal to different
audiences is a pivotal factor in the evolution of self radicalizing terrorists while showing how there is no single
deterministic pathway to radicalization the book also demonstrates how the internet and imagined relations cemented
by the rhetorics of jihadi cool or jihadi chic function as crucial catalysts galvanizing monster talk into monstrous action
it includes an analysis of america s most watched trial united states v tsarnaev as it moved through its guilt and
penalty phases and its culmination in jahar s being sentenced to death by lethal injection as america s youngest self
radicalizing terrorist the book closes with concise updates regarding america s self radicalizing terrorists such as among
others syed rizwan farook and tashfeen malik the couple who sprayed a crowd of their colleagues with bullets at a san
bernardino holiday party on december 2 2015 omar mateen the security guard whose rampage at an orlando nightclub
on june 12 2016 resulted in america s worst mass shooting thus far and ahmad khan rahami the individual arrested in
relation to the new york and new jersey bombings and attempted bombings on september 17 18 2016

American Self-Radicalizing Terrorists and the Allure of "Jihadi Cool/Chic"
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